HANNAH DAVIS
ENTREPRENEUR
"CREATIVITY DOESN'T JUST MEAN BEING
GOOD AT 'DRAWING' OR 'PAINTING'.
EVERYTHING IN MODERN SOCIETY EXISTS
BECAUSE OF HUMAN CREATIVITY, IT IS
ABOUT LOOKING AT THE WORLD THAT."
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Q Did your creative education help
towards your current career?
A My creative education has enabled
me to think for myself, produce my
own ideas, think outside the box and
be innovative! As well given me the
skill set to think critically, problemsolve and be innovative.
Q Do you feel at an advantage for
studying a creative subject?
A Absolutely!
Q How did you find out about
opportunities in your interested
field?
A Youtubers, who have created their
business on their terms, teaching
that you something of value that you
people will pay you for!
Q Knowing what you know now, what
advice would you give to your
younger self?
A Creativity doesn't just mean being
good at 'drawing' or 'painting'.
Everything in modern society exists
because of human creativity, it is
about looking at the world that.
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already
exists
and
making
connections that were not there
before! Value your creativity, it's
going to become one of the most
valued skills in the world shortly.
Do it because you love it, trust that
it will work out in the end!
Q All career paths require
determination and hard work,
did you navigate this?
A You have to do it because
love it! and that will drive you
the career you choose.
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Q Why do you think creatives are
important in society?
A Creativity is magical. Research
proves that it helps our health and
the best businesses in the world
owe their success to creativity.
Creative
humans
are
how
it
manifests in society! You have to
do it because you love it! and that
will drive you and the career you
choose.
Q What is the best thing about
being a creative?
A To be able to see the world as
endless possibilities!
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